
November 6-7, 1985 
 
 NOTE FOR THE RECORD 
 
 
Subject: Visit of the CIDA Country Programme Mission 
 
 
November 6, 1985 
 
 
Ms Sonia Plourde (SP), Country Programme Director accompanied with Dr. LO. Heuckroth (LH), Counsellor 
Canadian Embassy, Ms Kerfoot of Canadian Embassy, Mr. Hau Sing Tse of CIDA along with Mr. Nazeer 
Ladhani (NL) and Mr. Robert Shaw (RS) arrived by helicopter at 0930 hours. After a briefing at AKRSP 
offices, the group accompanied with the MG (SSK, HWK) flew to Zodkhon, Risht, Soust, Khaiber, Passu, 
Broshal and Gawachi, besides getting a view of the Shimshal gorge from the helicopter. (The group was also 
pleased to meet the women at Passu and hear about their activities). 
 
The members of the VOs explained the activities of their respective VOs and different facets of village 
planning. The visitors were impressed by the achievements of the VOs and SP besides applauding the work 
of the VOs and conveying good wishes to the different VOs' visited, observed that CIDA was proud of its 
participation in the programme and was clearly of the view that its component of aid and assistance paled into 
insignificance compared to the achievements of the VOs with that assistance. The group was also pleased to 
meet the women at Passu and hear about their activities. 
 
RS undertook to convey to His Highness the good work done by the VOs. 
 
A dinner was hosted in honour of the group in the evening which was attended by MLA Zone E. 
 
November 7, 1985 
 
The group took off from Gilgit airport at 0700 hours sharp and landed at Sarabal at 0745 hours where it 
viewed land development and afforestation. The office bearers of Jafer Abad, Sarabal and Dalamal VOs 
explained the activities and development plans and the President of the Sarabal VO who is also Chairman of 
the Phander UC stated that in 55 years of his life span, development at such quick pace as has taken place in 
the last two years, had never happened. He thanked the visitors on behalf of the VOs for their visit and 
assistance. 
 
The group thereafter viewed the 7-mile long Mastuj irrigation channel and next stopped over at Parawak 
where the irrigation pipeline expected to provide irrigation water for four villages is nearing completion. The 
group was greatly impressed by this achievement of the villagers. 
 
In a dialogue with the members of the VOs, an additional grant of Rs.40,.000 was accepted by the VOs to 
cover transportation cost of 20 feet pipes from Chitral by jeep. Initially the pipes were to be transported by 
trucks and trailers but due to washing away of a portion of the Chitral-Buni road, this was no more possible, 
hence consequent increase in transportation cost because not more than four pipes could be transported by 
jeep at one time and there were 140 pipes to be transported. 
 
From Parawak the group flew to Bareer in the Kalash valley where an irrigation channel is under construction. 
The organisation was formed on 2.2.1984 and has 89 members. This is a mixed village of which Mohammad 
Sharif (Kalash Muslim) is the President and Baiju Khan (Kalash) is the Manager. The VO has accumulated 
Rs.19,333 as their savings and have completed 10,000 feet of 15,000 feet channel which is likely to bring 
2,500 chakuram of new land under irrigation. The estimated subsidy for the project is Rs.197,000 of which 
three instalments have been paid. 



 
NL was very pleased at AKRSP initiative in what he called "Breaking New Frontiers" and in working in areas 
like the Kalash valley. The visitors also witnessed a Kalash dance and thereafter returned to Chitral airport 
where they were greeted by DC Chitral Mr. Mohammad Sharif, AC and the SO Chitral. 
 
The DC briefly explained the salient features of the Chitral district and the various development activities being 
undertaken by government amounting to Rs.275 million since 1977. He made a special reference to 
development projects being undertaken under Special Development Programme namely development of 
hydel resources and Drug Control Programme with IFAD assistance. He made a categorical statement that 
the IFAD assisted development projects were implemented in accordance with the strategy developed by 
AKRSP through the VOs. The CIDA members expressed their interest in the project and apprised the DC of 
their assistance to the project under implementation in Dir district. 
 
The group thereafter flew to Saidu and after the CIDA Team had disembarked at Saidu airport, the helicopter 
flew to return to Gilgit by 1530 hours. 
 


